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Abstract
The Domain Name System (DNS) is the foundation of a
human-usable Internet, responding to client queries for host-
names with corresponding IP addresses and records. Tradi-
tional DNS is also unencrypted, and leaks user information
to network operators. Recent efforts to secure DNS using
DNS over TLS (DoT) and DNS over HTTPS (DoH) have
been gaining traction, ostensibly protecting traffic and hiding
content from on-lookers. However, one of the criticisms of
DoT and DoH is brought to bear by the small number of large-
scale deployments (e.g., Comcast, Google, Cloudflare): DNS
resolvers can associate query contents with client identities
in the form of IP addresses. Oblivious DNS over HTTPS
(ODoH) safeguards against this problem. In this paper we ask
what it would take to make ODoH practical? We describe
ODoH, a practical DNS protocol aimed at resolving this issue
by both protecting the client’s content and identity. We imple-
ment and deploy the protocol, and perform measurements to
show that ODoH has comparable performance to protocols
like DoH and DoT which are gaining widespread adoption,
while improving client privacy, making ODoH a practical
privacy enhancing replacement for the usage of DNS.

1 Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) is the human bridge to
the Internet. In exchange for a human-readable query for a
hostname, DNS returns machine-readable addresses and as-
sociated records [10]. This exchange is handled by resolvers
that accept queries from clients and return responses from
authoritative name servers. By default DNS messages are
transmitted in cleartext using the User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) on port 53 (known as Do53). As a result, Do53 is
vulnerable to eavesdropping and modification by both well-
intended and malicious 3rd parties. These vulnerabilities re-
sult in compromising privacy, denial of service (DoS), and
injection attacks [76]. In the broader Internet ecosystem where
traffic is increasingly safeguarded by HTTPS, Do53 exposes
the nature of that activity.

Secure variants of DNS which have recently been intro-
duced can fill that gap. DNS-over-TLS (DoT) [47] and DNS-
over-HTTPS (DoH) [43] are widely supported by browsers
and increasingly by operating systems. In DoT and DoH,
transport of DNS messages between a client’s stub resolvers
and its upstream recursive resolver are encrypted. However, at
time of writing, DoT and DoH are supported only by a small
number of large providers (notably Cloudflare, GoogleDNS,
and Quad9 [21, 37, 64]). Despite the availability of these en-
crypted protocols and publicly available services, we observed
that 92% of the daily requests (254 Billion/day) received by a
popular large recursive DNS resolver use the default cleartext
Do53 protocol [5] and therefore leak user information. Al-
though DoT and DoH safeguard DNS with respect to network
transit on-lookers, the perceived centralization of DNS resolu-
tion brings to bear a secondary concern: While any individual
website or online service can associate a request (and user
data) with a client and their IP address, DNS resolvers can
observe all of the client’s requested websites and services.

One potential resolution to this issue is to rely on and trust
formal agreements. Mozilla, for example, defined a set of cri-
teria around data retention, aggregation, and sale or transfer,
that must be met before a DoH service can be configured in
the Firefox browser [26, 57]. Operational limits on the dura-
tion or types of data that might be stored may lend confidence
to the safeguarding of users’ data. However, in this approach,
users’ trust must shift from the technical domain to those
governed by policy or contracts. While such agreements os-
tensibly provide privacy, they are difficult & time-consuming
to validate and lack means of enforcement. Moreover the re-
sources necessary to agree and implement such policies are
available only to a few organizations that can afford them.
Lastly, governmental policies and legal decisions may shift,
changing already decided agreements.

Another approach can be architected within DNS itself by
ensuring that the resolvers are not given client IP addresses.
Oblivious DNS (ODNS) was the first protocol that explored
technical mechanisms to decouple client IP information from
DNS queries. Using a novel recursive resolution algorithm
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and public key cryptography, ODNS ensures that no single
entity other than the client is privy to both the IP address and
DNS query [65]. The ODNS protocol is designed to be com-
patible with existing DNS architectures and introduces ODNS
resolvers that operate between the recursive resolvers and au-
thoritative name servers. The recursive resolvers receive an
encrypted query and forward it to the intended ODNS resolver
which decrypts and retrieves a response from the authoritative
name server. When compared to Do53, the ODNS architec-
ture significantly impacts performance since every query is
destined to an authoritative name server instead of more per-
formant recursive resolvers. It also doesn’t completely protect
clients: Recursive resolvers can still supply clients’ IP ad-
dresses using EDNS0 to both a colluding ODNS server and
the authoritative name servers. Recent efforts in IETF have
emerged to adopt Oblivious DNS ideas into DoH [50] 1 The
addition of HTTPS layer on top of ODNS solves the problem
of establishing server identity through TLS and guarantees
in-order delivery of packets due to TCP preventing the need
for any state machines in ODNS.

In this paper we build upon these prior efforts by archi-
tecting, implementing, and deploying multiple interoperable
instantiations of Oblivious DNS over HTTPS (ODoH). To
the best of our knowledge these are the first and only imple-
mentations of the standard. We use them to answer a number
of questions: (1) What does it take to deploy a large scale
ODoH infrastructure? (2) Where are the performance gaps
or penalties? (3) How do our experiences implementing and
evaluating this protocol inform our suggestions for practical
global adoption? We answer these questions by comparing
the protocol to other available encrypted DNS protocols, like
DoT and DoH that provide similar privacy guarantees, and
default cleartext usage of DNS. We find that ODoH has DNS
response time performance which is better than other avail-
able protocols offering the same privacy guarantees. We also
find that the usage of ODoH incurs a minimal page load time
performance impact compared to other DNS protocols.

2 Background & Related Work

The Domain Name System (DNS) was initially proposed
as an IETF standard using UDP to help clients lookup the
IP address of the destination server that the client wants to
communicate with. The clients send a UDP DNS packet to
the DNS recursive resolver, a server which receives a client
query and resolves the query to a corresponding IP address,
using cleartext over a computer network. Therefore, the stan-
dard communication protocol for DNS using cleartext UDP
packets (Do53) does not have any confidentiality or integrity
guarantees, making such communication vulnerable to eaves-
dropping and tampering attacks [11, 12, 41]. Additionally,

1We note for clarity of contribution that there is an overlap between the
participants in the IETF drafting process and this work.

attempts made by regulators to require ISPs to actively block
access to content on the web (objectionable or through legal
notices) have been struck down due to the security risks they
pose and violations to free speech. Regulations also introduce
the need for the DNS resolvers operators to provide parental
controls which use DNS filtering to restrict access [17,48,66].

To overcome the challenges due to cleartext communica-
tion, various techniques like DNS-Over-TLS (DoT), DNS-
Over-HTTPS (DoH) [43], and DNSCrypt have been proposed
and implemented enabling encrypted DNS communication
between the client and a recursive DNS resolver. Desktop web
browsers [6,26,61], mobile clients [30–32] and operating sys-
tems [51] have recently started gaining supported to use DoH.
DoH and DoT protocols rely on a TLS session between a
client and the resolver providing clients with an authenticated
and secure connection to the DNS resolver. The usage of DoH
has been increasing across the web due to public services of-
fered by Cloudflare and NextDNS and their integration within
Firefox as the trusted recursive resolver with Cloudflare be-
ing the default [13, 26, 53]. While organizations like Google
and Cloudflare operating DoH resolvers guarantee privacy
through policies which prevent user tracking such as periodi-
cally (every 24 hours) purging all user traffic data [39], some
organizations do aggregate user traffic patterns which could
be beneficial to their own businesses [33, 37].

2.1 Prior Encrypted DNS Protocols

Popular encrypted DNS protocols which have gained signif-
icant adoption (DoT, DoH) involve encrypting the network
channel and sending a plain-text message through the channel.
DNSCrypt [29] and its predecessor DNSCurve [8] are proto-
cols which encrypt the DNS message and are sent as TCP or
UDP packets. A client connecting to the DNSCrypt resolver
receives a public set of signed certificates which is verified by
the client using a known provider public key. Each certificate
contains a short-term resolver public key. The client uses
the resolver public key and the client secret key and uses an
agreed upon key exchange algorithm defined in the certificate
to generate a shared key with which subsequent queries are
encrypted using an authenticated encryption algorithm. The
client sends the encrypted messages using UDP or TCP to the
intended DNSCrypt resolver over a non-encrypted channel.
Both the channel and message based encrypted DNS protocols
pose privacy risks where the operator of the resolver could
log and store information about the client allowing them to
monetize the user traffic and create a profile of the client.

Anonymous DNSCrypt attempts to address the issue by
introducing public non-logging proxies through which the
DNSCrypt requests could be routed to the intended DNSCrypt
resolver [27, 62]. While it is possible to achieve the intended
privacy goals through the usage of DNS-over-HTTPS over
the Tor network (DoHoT) [22, 58], the layered encryption
and three node default circuits specification add significant
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performance bottlenecks for clients to obtain the answer from
the resolver. Many countries have been actively implementing
techniques to censor Tor nodes and their traffic and block them
from the Internet [69,73]. In addition to prior successful DNS
fingerprinting attacks over Tor [40], the volunteers running
the exit nodes through which the client traffic flows through
face significant legal liabilities [42, 54]. With ODoH we aim
to provide the privacy guarantees by bringing together popular
non-colluding DNS service providers and volunteers with a
shared purpose of improving privacy. Based on our evaluation,
we detail a practical roadmap for the same in Section 7.1.

2.2 Privacy & Regulatory Considerations

DNS in the existing encrypted variants discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1, and the cleartext UDP variant reveal significant in-
formation about the client IP addresses, allowing operators of
these resolvers to geolocate their clients. Previous research
has shown that the Tor approach can result in leakage of client
information and the ability to identify users when visiting a
hostname through the anonymized service based on the DNS
lookups [40]. With DNS over HTTPS over Tor (DoHoT) [58],
the Tor network paved a new way in which users readily
achieved privacy of their DNS queries by moving clear-text
DNS queries to DoH queries sent through the Tor network.
However, this approach resulted in a significant performance
impact for users in both the DNS response times and web page
load times. We also identify that Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) operating recursive DNS resolvers configure them-
selves as the default DNS resolver to be used by the client
when granting an IP addresses using the DHCP protocol en-
abling the ISPs to access every query made by the client on
the network. The collection of such queries can paint a re-
vealing picture of the subscribers’ habits and interests [70].
Additional concerns have been raised in prior work due to the
non-consensual approaches of ISPs assigning DNS configu-
rations for their clients requiring users to manually change
their DNS providers to a different one that they trust [10]. The
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) raised signifi-
cant concern over an ISP’s ability to view their subscribers’
DNS queries in cleartext and heavily regulated any attempts
at monetizing the DNS data [24].

A large number of open resolvers eg. Cloudflare, Quad9,
NextDNS and Google DNS provide recursive DNS resolver
services which can be configured by the clients as an alter-
native to the default DNS resolver configured by their ISP
provider. However in the process of changing the default
provider, the user implicitly places trust in the chosen recur-
sive resolver. This does not alleviate the privacy concerns
since the resolver being used can still collect and store the
client request information thereby being able to create a pro-
file about their users. Changing the default ISP issued DNS
provider to a trusted DNS resolver operator only shifts the
privacy problem from ISPs being able to profile the user to a

trusted operator being able to do the same. While trusted ser-
vices promise to purge all user traffic information periodically
(eg. every 24 hours), there is a need to enable privacy tech-
nologically through a newer protocol than legally through a
strict privacy policy [33]. Some ISPs providing DNS resolver
services indicate that only error traffic is monetized [72]. In
a critique, Borgolte et al. examine the performance of un-
encrypted DNS with DoH and critique that the increase in
encrypted DNS traffic ultimately enables a single organization
or a service provider to observe and monetize DNS traffic and
improve their efficiency to deliver targeted advertising [10].
Additional criticism regarding centralization of the DNS for
the web along with the increased switching costs for con-
sumers to exercise their choice of provider due to browser/OS
tie-ins raise additional regulatory and policy implications with
regard to net neutrality [10]. Recent efforts by Mozilla to pro-
vide users with more options resulted in negotiations with
ISPs like Comcast to provide DoH services conforming to a
strict privacy policy and rules of the TRR program [56, 57].

2.3 Attempts at DNS Privacy

Prior work by Zhao et al. proposed an approach of range
queries where random noise, and the usage of Privacy Infor-
mation Retrieval (PIR) techniques, was introduced during the
execution of the DNS queries which when used in conjunc-
tion with DNSSEC aims to provide confidentiality, integrity
and privacy protections [74, 75]. However, an evaluation by
Castillo-Perez et al. of these two protocols indicated that
despite improvements since the first proposal in reducing
bandwidth usage with PIR techniques, there were serious fea-
sibility issues since the techniques involved changes to both
the DNS servers and the DNS clients [16]. Additionally, the
evaluation also indicated serious security flaws where the at-
tackers who can control the channel intercepting the ranges
of the packets can infer the original query defined by the user
and efficiently forge a response [16].

T-DNS leverages connection oriented TCP with the addi-
tion of pipelining DNS queries and performing Out-of-order
processing (OOOP) at the recursive resolvers to achieve the
performance similar to UDP based DNS protocols which are
in widespread use and position the usage of encryption as
a privacy enhancement when comparing to clear-text UDP
based DNS protocol [76]. Prior approaches leveraged crypto-
graphic mixes / mix cascades in to anonymize the user traffic
which is a model widely adopted in Tor [9, 36]. Additional
approaches involved broadcasting traffic of a small fraction
of hostnames which might cover the vast majority of all user
traffic making it more difficult to thwarting attempts at profil-
ing [36]. However, such approaches face practical limitations
due to large bandwidth usage and long-tailed distribution of
queries which ensued a hybrid approach of using both mix
cascades and broadcasts [36], but suffers from degraded per-
formance due to increased page load and DNS response times.
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2.4 Prior Measurements

The large scale measurement of DNS over Encryption pro-
tocols indicated that the adoption of usage of encryption in
DNS queries has been increasing due to the implementation
of support for such services in operating systems and by pub-
lic open DNS resolvers [53]. Böttger et al. in their work on
measuring the cost of DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) conclude that
a switch to DoH does not significantly impact page load times
and does so without sacrificing user security [13]. Sundaresan
et al. perform large scale measurements from home networks
to identify performance bottlenecks and indicate that as broad-
band access speeds continue to increase, latency becomes a
performance bottleneck with metrics like DNS response time
and time to first byte becoming more important [68]. Sun-
daresan et al. also mention that the page load times can be
improved by prefetching [68]. Recent efforts by Hounsel et al.
conclude that the performance of encrypted protocols (DoT,
DoH) vary by the choice of the public DoH resolver [45].
In our measurements with ODoH, we choose three popular
public DoH resolvers and randomize our queries to them from
the oblivious target in an effort to reduce measurement biases
because of usage of one specific resolver.

3 Oblivious DNS over HTTPS (ODoH)

At a high level, the design of Oblivious DNS over HTTPS
(ODoH) is similar to that of DNS over HTTPS (DoH) with
the addition of an intermediate proxy node which performs
a query on behalf of a client. However, there are many dif-
ferences which enable the obliviousness of the protocol com-
pared to a proxied variant of DoH (pDOH) where the DoH
request is delegated to the proxy instance by the client. The
broad mandate of ODoH is to prevent recursive resolvers, and
ISPs running such resolvers, from being able to successfully
link clients to their requests. As such, the aim of ODoH is
to (1) encrypt DNS queries being sent to the DNS resolver,
and (2) remove the need for the resolver to observe client IP
addresses to respond. ODoH improves upon the limitations
of ODNS and can also support 0x20 bit encoding which is
commonly used for DNS forgery resistance [25, 65].

3.1 Security, Trust & Threat Model

Assumptions: ODoH assumes a Dolev-Yao style attacker
who can monitor and observe all the requests on a specific
network channel i.e. between the stub resolver and the proxy
or proxy and the target [34]. Each attacker has complete con-
trol over a specific network channel and can control the flow
and content of the request but do not collude with the target
resolvers or other attackers on different network channels.
Our goal is to ensure that the ODoH protocol achieves confi-
dentiality guarantees in the presence of such an attacker.

Figure 1: ODOH Protocol Execution Sequence Diagram
The sequence of network requests between various components in
ODoH. The dashed box indicates possible component co-location.

Guarantees: ODoH guarantees that the queries made are
known only by the client stub resolver initiating the query and
the intended target resolver holding the corresponding private
key to decrypt the message. At any point in the execution,
oblivious clients know the query they made, the intended
target, and the proxy chosen and can verify if the returned
response has been encrypted correctly. The oblivious proxy
knows the client stub resolver IP address and the target chosen
by the client, but cannot recover any information about the
query being made. The oblivious target knows the IP address
of the proxy forwarding the encrypted query and can decrypt
the message to obtain the plaintext DNS question. The target
resolvers cannot link the queries to the actual client making
the queries unless a client stub resolver reuses the key using
which the target needs to encrypt the response.

3.2 ODoH Design
In this section we introduce the ODoH design, including
(1) an Oblivious Target that is ideally co-located with the
recursive resolver, (2) an Oblivious Proxy through which (3)
clients communicate using a client stub resolver. We also
detail the implementations of these components which are
later used for measurements.

The Oblivious Target is a hosted instance that receives
encrypted DNS queries, decrypts and resolves them, then en-
crypts and returns the response to the client. The oblivious
target publishes a public key which the clients securely re-
trieve and use to encrypt their DNS queries. The target can be
coupled with the recursive resolver to improve performance.

The Oblivious Proxy is a hosted instance that receives the
encrypted DNS query containing the DNS request, as well
as the intended oblivious target from the client. The proxy
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removes information about the client (such as their IP address)
and forwards the request to the chosen oblivious target. The
oblivious proxy then receives the encrypted DNS response
from the oblivious target, returning it to the client.

Clients using the ODoH protocol run a modified ODoH
stub resolver, replacing their default Do53 DNS usage. The
client stub resolver can be configured to use a set of chosen
trusted oblivious proxies and oblivious targets or can be con-
figured to discover and choose randomly between a known
set of proxies and targets. The client stub resolver encrypts
the DNS query and requests the oblivious proxy to forward
the encrypted request to the target resolver.

Network Architecture: We wish to specifically empha-
size that ODoH introduces new layers into the DNS hierarchy,
such as oblivious proxies and oblivious targets, increasing the
total number of network transits necessary to obtain a DNS
response. It adds two network requests, the proxied request
from the proxy to the resolver and response from the recur-
sive resolver to the proxy. It is possible that the oblivious
target would similarly add two transits, though it can instead
be implemented directly into a DoH recursive resolver or as
a standalone server which communicates with the recursive
resolver. We examine both cases in our evaluation.

3.3 Protocol Execution

We present the execution of the protocol as a sequence dia-
gram in Figure 1. The sequence diagram indicates the target
and the resolver as separate components but could be co-
located at the resolver in practice. We discuss the impact of
performance due to such co-location in section 5.4.

Discovery in ODoH & Verification: Traditionally, DNS
configurations are issued directly by ISPs during DHCP or
are manually configured by the user. For ODoH, similar to
DNSCrypt or DoH, it is possible for an interested party to host
a centralized list of proxy and target server hostnames which
support the ODoH protocol. Such a list could be bootstrapped
in browsers, like Firefox or Chrome, and operating systems
which aim to support the protocol. Each client stub resolver
requests a DNSSEC signed resource record set (HTTPSVC
or SVC or similar special fields) where the ODoH public
key for the target is published. The stub resolver retrieves
this information and stores it after validating the signature
using the public key from the DNSKEY records in addi-
tion to validating the chain of trust to ensure that the DNS
record is retrieved from the authoritative server and was not
altered en-route. Once validated, the stub resolver adds the
oblivious target to the list of verified targets and stores the
public key necessary for communication. These records can
be periodically validated and can result in corresponding up-
dates to the configuration of the client stub resolver. When a
browser or a client joins a network, a special lookup is made
for odoh.test which returns the necessary keys for valida-
tion and indicates the support for ODoH on the resolver. This

is similar to how doh.test is currently used to check if a
resolver supports DoH [56]. This is particularly chosen as the
discovery and key distribution mechanism to reduce barriers
to practical real world deployments.

ODoH Query Request: ODoH uses a Hybrid Public Key
Encryption (HPKE) scheme [7]. The client stub resolver
prepares the DNS query and generates a symmetric key
and encapsulates the key and a DNS query into a mes-
sage which is then encrypted using the public key of the
target/resolver obtained from the discovery and verification
phase of the protocol. The stub resolver sends out the request
in the DNS wire format and introduces a new content-type
application/oblivious-dns-message which is used to
send the message to the chosen oblivious proxy along with
forwarding instructions to the appropriate target.

ODoH Answer Response: The proxied query is received
by the intended target resolver which decrypts the encrypted
query and decapsulates the message to obtain the symmetric
key sent by the client along with the DNS query. The query
is resolved appropriately, either due to a cache hit on the co-
located resolver or by performing a request between the target
and the resolver to obtain an answer. The answer response
is encrypted using the client provided symmetric key. The
encrypted answer is sent to the proxy as a response who
forwards to the client that issued the query. The client then
decrypts the obtained response using the symmetric key.

3.4 Implementation

Target and Proxy: We implemented two interoperable vari-
ants of the oblivious target and proxy using both Golang and
Rust in an effort to prepare for the IETF standardization pro-
cess [46] and hosted them on two cloud platforms: Google
Cloud using Google App Engine and Cloudflare workers [20].

Client: We implemented a Golang based client with a com-
mand line API similar to dig which uses the ODoH proto-
col and performs queries to a chosen oblivious proxy and
oblivious target. We implemented a benchmarking submod-
ule which we use for evaluations which is capable of instan-
tiating C client processes, each performing N queries at a
rate of R DNS requests per minute. Our implementation sup-
ports a wide number of cryptographic cipher suites which can
be used for encryption and decryption of the DNS queries
and answers. Our implementation also provides the ability
to reuse HTTPS connections to avoid new TCP and TLS
handshakes, which is enabled for measurements in this pa-
per. We present a comparison indicating the impact of con-
nection re-use later in section 5.3. In this work, we imple-
mented the oblivious target and clients with the support of
the HPKE scheme using X25519 Key Exchange Mechanism
(KEM), SHA256 based Key Derivation Function (KDF) and
AES-128-GCM based Authenticated Encryption (AEAD) al-
gorithms. Additionally, we support X448, P256, P521 as avail-
able KEMs; SHA384, SHA512 as available KDFs; AES-256-
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GCM, ChaCha20Poly1305 as the authenticated symmetric
encryption schemes. For the evaluations of ODoH, we use
ODoH clients which use the discovery lists, retrieve and vali-
date the public keys of the targets, and measure the latency
of different proxy-target pairs and decide to use the pair with
the lowest latency. We present our evaluation methodology in
section 4 and present our results in section 5.

We also integrated ODoH protocol support into popular
open source client stub resolvers which support DoH or en-
crypted DNS protocols like DNSCrypt. We deployed the
client stub resolver on a local machine to perform DNS lookup
and page load time measurements discussed in section 5.6. We
have open sourced all of our interoperable implementations
of the proxy, target & clients supporting the ODoH protocol 2.

4 Measurement & Methodology

We perform measurements by deploying the oblivious proxies
and targets through geo-replicated serverless platforms. We
also provision 9 VMs, one in each of the seven public Google
Cloud data centers in the United States, one in Canada and one
in South America. Each of these geolocated data centers has
the serverless proxy and target instances in the nearest data-
center to them on the Cloudflare network. All the VMs chosen
for the experiment have 1 Intel Xeon 2.0 GHz CPU core with
3.75 GB of memory and use x86_64 architecture [18] with
an average bandwidth of 480 Mbit/s. Additionally, we host
two scalable but geographically fixed Google app engine de-
ployments for the proxy and the target instances in a Google
Cloud datacenter on the west coast of the USA.

During the experiment, we use 90 client stub resolvers,
where 10 clients are run in parallel on each of the VMs. Each
client stub resolver makes 200 ODoH queries through the
experiment at a rate of 15 requests/minute to create a stress
similar to (≈21000+ DNS requests/day) issued by a client eg.
browser/laptop/phone as measured by capturing wireshark
packet traces on the clients [3].

During the experiments, we deterministically choose the
recursive resolver from the oblivious Target instance based
on the symmetric key to distribute the client queries across
three popular open DoH resolvers (Cloudflare DNS, Google
DNS and Quad9). This is intentionally done to reduce any
biases in measurement due to the cloud operators’ network.

We additionally compare the ODoH protocol proposed in
this work to existing DNS protocols and their network vari-
ants. We establish the baseline benchmark using DoH where
each client instance directly performs DoH queries to one of
the three chosen resolvers randomly. We compare this to a
proxied DoH variant (pDoH) where the client stub resolver re-
quests a hosted oblivious proxy to perform the DoH requests.
This variant of the protocol architecturally introduces one
additional hop between the client and the recursive resolver.

2Links to the code are anonymized during the review of this paper

To understand the impact of encryption and decryption
compute costs, we compare ODoH where the client sends a
request to a proxy which forwards it to a target which queries
the resolver, we perform the same queries as DoH without
additional encryption/decryption costs. We refer to this no-
encryption variant of ODoH as Cleartext-ODoH. In our work,
we also compare ODoH to encrypted DNS variants such as
DNSCrypt, and DNS over HTTPS over Tor.

We use dnscrypt-proxy [28, 29], an official open source
implementation of the DNSCrypt proxy and configure it to
use only the DNSCrypt protocol and avoid fallbacks to Do53,
DoH. We explicitly disable the usage of TCP in DNSCrypt
since the implementation according to the original specifi-
cation uses DNSCrypt with UDP. dnscrypt-proxy uses the
default configuration to force TCP connections instead of
UDP and does not reuse connections for privacy reasons. To
enable DNSCrypt for its highest performance we disable TCP,
create a new ephemeral key for each query to draw parallels
with ODoH and allow the stub resolver to choose the nearest
resolver with the lowest latency which supports DNSCrypt
from the public list of DNSCrypt resolvers available.

We also compare the results of ODoH with DoHoT. For
these evaluations, We grant similar benefits to Tor and allow
Tor to create its own optimal circuit for guaranteeing privacy
and perform DoH queries over Tor using the SOCKS5 proxy
on each client instead of configuring them explicitly to use
a static route. In the next section we share the results of our
experiments and comparisons of various DNS protocols. The
various protocols considered for the measurement are also
summarized in Table 1 for reference, alongside a high level
sequence of their path components.

5 Results

5.1 Microbenchmarks
Cryptographic Compute Overheads: To identify compute
overheads incurred by the additional Hybrid Public Key
encryption and decryption phases of the protocol, we per-
form a microbenchmark on the client VM instances at sub-
microsecond granularity. We perform this benchmark by ran-
domly choosing 10000 domains from the Tranco million
dataset [60] and encrypting each DNS type A query across a
different public key. The encryption and decryption operations
are executed sequentially. At the 99th percentile the encryp-
tion of a DNS query using the most performant cipher suite
(X25519 KEM, SHA256 KDF and AES-128-GCM AEAD)
takes 360µs, while the decryption of such an encrypted query
takes 246µs. The protocol also supports other cipher suites in-
volving X448, P256, and P512 KEM; SHA384 and SHA512
KDF; and AES-256-GCM and ChaCha20Poly1305 AEADs.
In some cases P256 curve might be preferred over the X25519
KEM for NIST and FIPS standards compliance [63]. For
the symmetric key operations AES performs better than
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Protocol Request Path Security Privacy Description
Plain DNS (Do53) [55] C ) R No No UDP-based default clear-text DNS
DNS over HTTPS (DoH) [43] C ) R Yes No∗ HTTPS based DNS over HTTPS
Proxied DoH (pDoH) C ) P ) R Yes No Proxy performs DoH query
Oblivious DoH (ODoH ) [50] C ) P ) T ) R Yes Yes Oblivious DoH protocol
Cleartext ODoH C ) P ) T ) R Yes No DoH query is proxied to a Target which performs DoH query
Co-located ODoH C ) P ) (T+R) Yes Yes ODoH with Colo’d Target and Resolver
DNSCrypt [29] C ) R Yes No∗ UDP-based encrypted DNS
Anonymous DNSCrypt [27] C ) P ) R Yes Yes UDP based, Proxy routes client query
DoH over Tor (DoHoT) [22, 58] C ) Tor ) R Yes Yes DoH over Tor Network

Table 1: Evaluated DNS alternatives. C - Client, P - Proxy, R - Resolver, T - Target
*-The guarantee of privacy depends on the resolver being used. Privacy is guaranteed using legal mechanisms such as privacy policies.

Microbenchmark Type P99 Overhead
ODoH Encryption X25519/SHA256 360µs
ODoH Decryption X25519/SHA256 246µs
ODoH Query AES-128-GCM 107B
ODoH Answer AES-128-GCM 16B

ChaCha20Poly1305 due to hardware acceleration in some
platforms [49]. Curves with a higher bit size like X448 and
P521 are desirable for clients that prefer a higher security level
at the cost of computation overheads. Our results indicate an
extremely minimal compute overhead for oblivious target
instances to decrypt the received messages. The client stub
resolvers using the ODoH protocol incur marginally higher
compute overheads for encryption of the DNS queries. In our
evaluations the slowest encryption times at the 99th percentile
is 430µs using the X25519 KEM with different possible per-
mutations of the supported KDFs and AEADs; decryption is
713µs when using the SHA 384 and AES 256 GCM. However,
all the computation overheads in the lifecycle of an ODoH
query, i.e. from query encryption at the client to decryption
of the response, takes less than 1ms. The use of parallelism
on multi-core machines could further improve performance.

Network Overheads: At the client stub resolver, usage of
HPKE encryption increases the size of the query on the wire
by 4x, and the and the size of the response by 1.2x, when
compared to the baseline clear-text DNS messages. This mi-
crobenchmark randomly samples 10000 unique domains and
creates a serialized DNS message with the query. The same
set of domains are serialized for the corresponding ODoH
message. On average, each clear-text DNS query has a wire
size of 33.8 bytes. The average encrypted ODoH query is
314% larger at 140.8 bytes. We perform the DNS queries
and collect the responses obtained while performing the mi-
crobenchmark and compare the average response sizes. The
ODoH encrypted responses increase the baseline 71.5 bytes
size by 22.37% to 87.5 bytes. Note that ODoH messages
encapsulate the client public key used to encrypt the query,
appended to an integrity hash.

5.2 Macrobenchmarks

We evaluate ODoH by arranging its components into three
configurations: (1) the client stub resolver chooses a random
proxy-target pair; (2) the client stub resolver chooses the
lowest-latency proxy with a random target; and (3) the client
stub resolver chooses the proxy-target pair with the lowest
total latency. The measured response times are shown in Fig-
ure 2, and indicate that the choice of proxy and target does
indeed impact ODoH performance. We note that the lowest
total latency proxy-target pair performs better than choosing
only the lowest-latency proxy and random target. In our eval-
uations the average query to response time over the lowest
latency proxy-target pair is 334.85 ms compared to 411.44 ms
when using the lowest latency proxy. This marks an average
improvement of 22.8% and points to optimal performance
when the proxy is on-path to the intended target, since an
on-path proxy should yield minimal latency costs (all other
factors being equivalent, such as connection reuse potential).
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Figure 2: Impact of ODoH due to Proxy-Target selection

Figure 3 shows the CDF of various ODoH instantiations
relative to other DNS architectures, as described in Section 4.
ODoH is the best performing privacy enhancing DNS pro-
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Figure 3: Comparison of ODoH to other DNS Protocols

tocol, ahead of DNSCrypt and DoH over Tor. Also, ODoH
performance is only marginally worse than ODoH in clear-
text, where a standard DoH query traverses the same logical
3-hop path as an ODoH query, indicating minimal crypto-
graphic compute overheads as presented in the in Section 5.1.

We use the standard DoH response time as the baseline
against which we compare the the various protocols. On an
average, we measure that the the DoH response time is 146.12
ms. In the proxied DoH variant where the client delegates the
proxy to perform a DoH query directly to the resolver, the
additional network request between the proxy and the resolver
increases the average response time by 49.5% to 218.52 ms.
Co-located ODoH, architecturally identical to pDoH with the
proxy and target in the same place, sees a slight increase in
response time because of the decryption and cache operations.
We detail our analysis on impacts of co-location in Section 5.4.
If the same DoH query is sent through both the proxy and the
target, located on different machines, before being resolved
by the resolver (clear-text ODoH), we see an increase in av-
erage DNS response times by 103.2% to 297.015 ms which
increases to 305.11 ms when using ODoH with the com-
pute overheads of decryption and encryption at the target and
decryption of the response at the client. Other privacy enhanc-
ing DNS protocols like DNSCrypt perform much worse even
when using a resolver with the lowest latency and increase
the average response time by 233.7% compared to DoH to
487.68 ms while DoHoT incurs a 376.5% average perfor-
mance overhead when compared to DoH with response times
at 696.40 ms. Results for the DNSCrypt protocol indicate that
the response times through ODoH are 59.8% faster despite
lack of co-location suggesting atleast an improvement of 60%
in the query response time of ODoH relative to remaining
available privacy preserving options.
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Figure 4: Impact of HTTPS connection reuse on ODoH

5.3 Impact of Connection Reuse

Connection reuse is an optimization that enables clients to
establish an HTTPS connection once per session, so that multi-
ple queries can be executed in a single connection (rather than
be forced to open a new connection for each query). ODoH
with and without connection reuse is shown in Figure 4, using
lowest latency proxy-target pair. The average response time
when clients use ODoH with persistent connections is 305.11
ms compared to 445.50 ms when the connection is not reused,
a difference of 46.0%. We further discuss any limitations due
to https connection reuse in Section 6.

5.4 Impact of Service Co-location

In the measurements performed to this point, oblivious tar-
gets and resolvers are hosted individually and are physically
separated. This was to evaluate the penalty that is incurred by
injecting the additional network hop. In a production environ-
ment, we envision popular DoH providers to enable support
for application/oblivious-dns-message content types
for DNS queries in their resolvers. This enables the target
and resolver to be co-located, reducing network costs. This
penalty could be further reduced by enabling the target to
execute a cache lookup for the query or communication with
nameservers directly.

Using a daily production load from a popular open recur-
sive DNS resolver [5] we find that 68.6873% of the queries
result in a cache hit, precluding the need for further connec-
tions or communications. The result is a 99th percentile of
1ms for cache lookups. Figure 5 shows the time taken for
oblivious targets to obtain an response from different recur-
sive resolvers. This estimates the lower bound of the response
time if the oblivious target was co-located with the resolver.
Co-location reduces the time between query encryption and
answer decryption to 1ms for 68.6873% of the queries due to
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Figure 5: Time taken to resolve DoH query from Target in-
stance to a chosen resolver (Target located in Google Cloud)
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Figure 6: Time to resolve a ODoH query over different net-
work conditions. The figure shows the comparison of the
usage of ODOH and DOH due to various network types.

the cache hit needed to retrieve the query’s response. A cache
miss incurs an average response time of 120ms (at the 95th
percentile) to communicate with other name servers, based on
the same workload. This results in an estimated lower bound
of response time due to the usage of ODoH to be 228.52 ms
on an average as indicated by the dashed line in Figure 3. Co-
location of the oblivious target with the resolver will result
in the best case results because of reduced network requests.
The co-location and usage of ODoH will increase the DNS
response times over DoH by an average of 56.3%, instead
of the experimental results of 103.2%. This is reinforced by
Figure 5, where Google’s 8.8.8.8 response times are fastest to
our ODoH targets that sit within Google’s infrastructure.

5.5 Impact of Network Type
Borgolte et al. indicated in their critique that the usage of DoH
significantly impacted users with poorer network connectiv-
ity [10]. We emulate various network conditions to understand
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Figure 7: Impact of page load time due to usage of ODOH
compared to other DNS protocols

their effect on ODoH. In addition to the experimental setup
described in Section 4, we use the qdisc scheduler to config-
ure and throttle egress bandwidth to 0.56 Mbps with 350 ms
latency for 2G, 1.25 Mbps with 200 ms latency for 3G, and 12
Mbps with 100 ms latency for 4G [52, 67]. Our findings are
presented in Figure 6. We find that compared to unthrottled
ODoH’s average response time of 305.11 ms, the response
times increase by 57.6%, 94.0% and 326% for 4G, 3G and
2G network connections. We compare ODoH against DoH
under the same conditions and find the response times are
76%, 37%, and 84% higher compared to DoH in the same 4G,
3G and 2G networks, respectively.

5.6 Page Load Impact Due to ODOH

The measurement of DoH to DNS performed by Böttger et
al. concluded that the performance penalty of DNS-over-
HTTPS over clear text DNS is absorbed into, and has no
significant perceived effect, on page load times [13]. We sim-
ilarly evaluate page load times with ODoH. We replace the
system DoH stub resolver in a popular open source DNS
proxy and visit a set of 500 randomly chosen websites chosen
from the top 2000 of the Tranco dataset [60]. The measure-
ments were completed on a university wireless network with
a 200 Mbps download and 8 Mbps upload. We measured page
load times across five configurations: (1) the university’s de-
fault DHCP-supplied DNS; (2) Do53 to Cloudflare’s 1.1.1.1;
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(3) DoH to 1.1.1.1; (4) ODoH with proxy on the traceroute
path to a target hosted on Google Cloud; (5) ODoH with a
proxy off-path to the same target hosted on Google Cloud.
The client stub resolver reuses connections where possible to
avoid additional TCP and TLS handshakes. Page load times
are measured using Selenium with the Chrome driver and
the window.performance API. A new profile is created for
each experimental run to remove caching effects. Addition-
ally, the local DNS stub resolver cache is flushed for each
configuration. We calculate the page load time from infor-
mation returned by loadEventEnd, and measure the DNS
lookup times as the difference between domainLookupEnd
and domainLookupStart events recorded by the browser.
This is recommended by the W3C standard for page naviga-
tion time and perceived page load time [71].

We present our results on the impact of page load time due
to the change in the DNS protocol in Figure 7. The average
page load time when using cloudflare DNS in clear-text UDP
packets is 1325.0 ms. We consider the clear-text UDP result
with Cloudflare as the baseline and find that the average page
load times reduce by 0.4% and 0.8% when using the ISP is-
sued DNS resolver and DoH to Cloudflare resulting in 1319.0
ms and 1314.0 ms respectively. The usage of ODoH with the
on path proxy increases the page load times on an average by
21.2% compared to the clear-text baseline usage to 1607.0 ms.
The usage of ODoH with a proxy-target pair chosen where
the proxy is not on the network path to the target increases the
page load time by 25.5% to 1663.0 ms. At the 95th percentile,
we notice that both the DoH and ODoH protocols perform bet-
ter than the baseline clear-text and UDP based DNS protocol
by 23.6% and 14% respectively resulting in page load times
of 5272.24 ms and 5692.29 ms when compared to 6516.75 ms
with Cloudflare DNS and 5772.49 ms with the ISP provided
DNS resolver. The difference between each ODoH variant
and DoH (and Do53) can be attributed to the network path
topology differences. For example, at the 70th percentile, the
difference between ODoH (with an on-path proxy) and DoH
is approximately 88.5ms. This difference consists of the DoH
resolution time and the client-proxy and proxy-target RTTs
(approximately 11ms and 1ms, respectively).

Our results indicate that the client choice of proxy and
targets strongly impacts the performance of the ODoH pro-
tocol and the corresponding page load time measurements.
Additionally, we show that co-location of the oblivious target
services with the recursive resolver will result in improved per-
formance. We show in our page load time measurements that
despite the lack of co-location of the target and the resolver
services, there is a minimal impact on the perceived page load
time for the user and argue that co-location will improve the
performance of the ODoH protocol. We further show that
ODoH can perform comparably (with minimal tradeoff) to
DoH while providing both security and privacy guarantees to
the user making it a practical replacement for clear-text DNS
protocol usage.

6 Limitations

Collusion: The ODoH protocol provides privacy guarantees
when the oblivious target/resolver and the oblivious proxy
operate as independent bodies and do not collude. Collu-
sion among the proxy and the target operators can result in
deanonymization of the client request and results in a loss of
privacy for the client using the protocol. Similarly, the current
protocol assumes a threat model where an adversary moni-
toring the network and being able to circumvent the channel
encryption can only do so on a single network channel i.e.
between two parties (client - proxy or proxy - target or client
- target) with different adversaries monitoring the traffic be-
tween different parties. The privacy guarantees no longer hold
if the same adversary is able to overcome https guarantees
and monitor the traffic between the client and the proxy, and
between the proxy and the target. However, in practice, the
usage of https disallows adversaries from cryptographically
circumventing the channel encryption to read the data being
transferred. Adversaries in this setting can creating a map-
ping between the encrypted query and the encrypted response
obtained from the target. Practical attacks on TLS which pre-
viously used the RC4 algorithm (CVE-2013-2566) indicated
that a determined adversary needs to capture billions of con-
nections which all contain the same text [4, 59]. TLS1.2+
introduces the support for various authenticated encryption
ciphers such as the AES cipher suites which are widely used
in tools like Chrome for which no known practical attacks
currently exist. We therefore consider risks due to colluding
monitoring adversaries to be minimal.

HTTPS Reuse: In our experimental evaluations, the client
stub resolvers try and reuse the https connection for sending
different requests in an effort to improve performance and
prevent performing the TCP and TLS handshakes with the
proxy. The reuse of the session key for multiple queries could
have some impact on the privacy of the user. However despite
such connection reuse, no sensitive information regarding the
query or the response in the encrypted or clear-text form is
leaked. Some clients could prefer to explicitly disable connec-
tion reuse and create new https connections for every query to
the proxy similar to DNSCrypt users. Doing so would provide
the same privacy guarantees but have a considerable impact
on performance i.e. time to resolve a query and page load
times due to additional time for the TCP and TLS handshakes.

DDoS Prevention: The ODoH protocol prevents resolvers
from using IP addresses to throttle malicious clients attempt-
ing to perform denial of service (DoS) attacks and moves
the responsibility for the prevention of such attacks to the
oblivious proxy which is receiving the queries. Proxies need
to implement rate limiting procedures to prevent clients from
performing a very large number of DNS requests which could
be considered as an abuse of the system. However, malicious
clients can issue these requests to different proxies which are
forced to send the query to the targets. A malicious client
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could also encrypt a malformed DNS queries or check for
non-existant domains in an effort to make the resolver spend
compute cycles in decryption of the message or spend time
communicating with various name servers [15].

Key Reuse: The ODoH protocol theoretically allows
clients to choose the symmetric key corresponding to the
authenicated encryption scheme being used to retrieve the en-
crypted answer from the oblivious target. This allows clients
to use the same secret key for multiple queries allowing the
target resolvers to identify the set of queries made by the same
client. While this leakage of information does not leak the
client IP address, it becomes possible for resolvers to group
the queries together as that from the same client. Correct im-
plementation of the protocol in the client stub resolver uses a
(secure) cryptographically strong random number generator
(RNG) to create the secret key preventing any possible reuse.

PLT Triggers: For the page load time measurements we
perform in section 5.6, we use the loadEventEnd event which
is triggered after all the sub resources of the page have been
obtained. This result presented is the worst case performance
compared to other metrics such as First Contentful Paint
(FCP), First Meaningful Paint (FMP), and Time to Interactive
(TTI) metrics which could be used for page load times. We
believe that the implementation of ODoH with colocation of
the target and the resolver in addition to the existing usage of
DNS resolvers like Cloudflare, Akamai or Google DNS will
result in better page load and DNS response times.

7 Discussion

The results presented in Section 5 indicate that ODoH can im-
prove privacy of DNS queries while maintaining the security
guarantees offered by DoH without significant performance
penalties. Similar to DoH, real user privacy impacts with
ODoH can only be achieved with significant adoption of the
protocol. In this discussion, we present an adoption roadmap
and steps necessary to make wide adoption reality. Addi-
tionally, we document attacks against ODoH, address some
ethical and regulatory concerns with the usage of ODoH, and
present ODoH as a solution to resolve criticisms of DoH [10].

7.1 Adoption Roadmap

We believe that standardization of ODoH will result in an
increased adoption of the protocol. There has been increasing
adoption of DoH post standardization due to support from
operating system providers in Windows and iOS [31, 51]. Ap-
plications, like Firefox and Chrome, have recently integrated
support for DoH to specific trusted recursive resolvers [57].
Developers of these platforms would largely prefer to avoid
legal contracts and instead technologically guarantee privacy
while providing their customers with the freedom to choose
the resolver with the fastest response times.

Target Integration into DNS Resolvers: As adoption
of third party open DNS resolvers like Cloudflare, Google,
NextDNS, and Quad9 continues to grow, it would make
sense for global anycast network operators offering DNS ser-
vices guaranteeing user privacy to add support for ODoH in
their resolvers. This includes a test domain like odoh.test
with the corresponding DNSSEC signed HPKE public key
information to be registered in the resolver for client dis-
covery. In addition, the resolver should include support
on the DoH API interface for ODoH messages with con-
tent type application/oblivious-dns-message, respect-
ing the DNS wireformat, and introduce the services to decrypt
a query and encrypt the answer. Support for HPKE is avail-
able in popular cryptographic libraries like BoringSSL and in
language specific libraries written in go or rust [38].

Client Stub Resolver Modifications: Clients can use
ODoH in multiple ways. Support for the protocol could be
implemented directly by the OS’s system stub resolver. Alter-
natively, support for the protocol could be provided by a DoH
local proxy dns service which users install on their devices
like cloudflared, dnscrypt-proxy, Acrylic, the experimental
DoH-Proxy from Facebook, or applications like BraveDNS
on Android devices [14,23,35]. Additional support for ODoH
should require minimal changes to these tools, which already
support DoH. We implemented the protocol in one such pop-
ular open source tool and used it to perform page load time
measurements. Browsers like Firefox, and Chrome could in-
clude support for ODoH from the browser itself similar to
DoH, preventing the need for users to run an system resolver
which supports the protocol.

Proxy Operators: We imagine every DNS resolver oper-
ator with a CDN network, like Google, Akamai, Cloudflare,
large cloud providers, and ISPs, could run ODoH proxy ser-
vices. Additionally, the integration of ODoH into tools like
DNSCrypt proxy could result in an increased adoption of
the protocol. We expect these operators to operate oblivious
proxies on the network for altruistic reasons, with a common
shared goal of protecting user privacy similar to users run-
ning Tor relays. Since the usage of a proxy on the network
path improves performance, we envision ISPs would want to
provide proxy services. However, these proxies could be con-
trary to some ISP business models as they prohibit targeted
DNS advertising. We believe that this may be a tractable con-
cern given recent efforts by Mozilla in onboarding Comcast,
a large ISP in the US, to their Trusted Recursive Resolver
list [56]. This may be due to DNS resolver operators shun-
ning commercialization of DNS results due to concerns of
regulatory backlash [10, 72].

7.2 Potential Attacks

Association Attacks: ODoH requires that the client stub re-
solver choose the proxy-target pair which belong to different
non-colluding organizations to avoid the possibility of being
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able to associate an ODoH query to the client identity/IP ad-
dress on the network. However, despite this configuration,
there are a few scenarios where it becomes possible to cre-
ate such associations between the client IP address and the
request. If a client stub resolver chooses a target being run
by the ISP of the client, it becomes possible for the ISP to
identify the users’ ODoH query proxied to it based on the im-
mediate connections to the IP address returned in the response
going through the ISP network. Similar risks of association
do exist when the oblivious proxy is operated by the ISP of
the client. The ISP can monitor the connections being initi-
ated by the client immediately after the response from the
target is obtained and sent to the client stub resolver. The ISP
can make reasonable deductions given the client IP address
and the destination IP requested to probabilistically guess the
content of the encrypted query and tie the query to the client.
However, the usage of ODoH in these scenarios increases the
effort need to be put in by ISPs to track clients. Probabilis-
tically correlating a query to the client IP address based on
fingerprinting connection traffic does not increase the privacy
risk than that posed by standard DoH queries.

False Component Attacks: We also consider the possibil-
ity of non-colluding attackers behaving as the components
of ODoH. An adversary who behaves as a rogue oblivious
target could log all the requests made and use this informa-
tion to create encrypted messages from plaintext messages
to create a chosen plaintext attack (CPA) and a ciphertext
attack (CCA). An adversary behaving as a target logging the
requests and responses could be legally compelled to provide
the logs. ODOH prevents the ability to associate client IP ad-
dresses to the queries which were decrypted and resolved. An
adversary behaving as an oblivious proxy could (1) drop the
request altogether and prevent the client stub resolver from
accessing DNS services, or (2) amplify the network traffic by
creating spurious traffic to target resolvers which were not
initiated by a client. This results in the adversary attempt at
forcing the target to perform useless computation to attempt
and decrypt a (potentially malformed) encrypted query. The
proxy instance could also behave like a client and initiate
encrypted DNS queries which are malformed. It is however
possible in a production network to monitor and identify dis-
tributed denial of service (DDoS) or bot behavior through
request amplification at the oblivious proxy and could be rate
limited [1, 2, 19]. The proxy dropping client stub resolver
packets can be identified by the client resolver using timeouts
and could be configured to automatically use another proxy
instance. Clients initiating spurious traffic as an attempt to
overload the system isn’t in scope of this work and poses the
same risk as malformed cleartext UDP queries to the resolver.

7.3 Ethical Implications

Encrypted DNS protocols pose significant challenges to en-
terprise system administrators who prefer to use clear-text

DNS and parental controls which protect users inside the net-
work from harmful content. Encrypted variants of DNS like
DoH and ODoH make this difficult and required network op-
erators to block outgoing network connections to a blacklist
of constantly updated IP addresses. In these situations, we
recommend enterprises which trust their network to use DoH
queries to their enterprise DNS resolver but use ODoH for any
outgoing connections from the organizations’ gateway. This
protects any potentially sensitive organization web traffic in-
formation from being recognized by other DNS name servers.
Techniques to protect Internet traffic while maintaining local
control over DNS can also be implemented in a home network
with tools like PiHole which act as an Internet gateway for all
web traffic from the home [44]. Parental controls could be im-
plemented directly on the PiHole device, allowing parents the
ability to control searching patterns without DNS blocking.

ODoH is not intended to be a censorship-bypassing mecha-
nism, but it does pose a potential problem for some current
Internet filtering and blocking mechanisms. In some countries,
there are guidances issued to ISPs to limit access to content
such as child pornography or other illegal content. Many ISPs
use DNS injection techniques to prevent their users from ac-
cessing such information [66]. However, with DoH or ODoH
and the usage of third party DNS resolvers supporting the
protocol, ISPs lose visibility into DNS. This may cause them
to choose to use other methods to comply to regulations, such
as blocking connections to IP addresses of illegal content.

All anonymization techniques, irrespective of the proto-
col, can result in committed users circumventing the filtering
guidelines of their ISP or region. However, ODoH providers
in a given country can continue to abide by their legal reg-
ulations by limiting the inbound traffic to that from proxies
hosted in countries with similar filtering guidelines. This may
natually limit the usage of ODoH proxies by parties with
which the client and/or resolver have no prior established
relationship.

8 Conclusion & Future Work

Clear-text DNS queries continue to be the most popular way
in which users communicate with DNS ecosystem. In this
paper, we perform the first implementation, deployment, and
evaluation of an IETF-proposed practical privacy enhancing
technique called ODoH, with the aim to provide both security
and privacy guarantees for users’ DNS traffic by encrypting
both the message and transport [50]. We perform global mea-
surements of the DNS response times, page load times and
identify the various causes impacting performance of the pro-
tocol. We show that the proposed protocol is feasible and a
practical replacement for DoH, improving user privacy and
achieving minimal performance losses. We conclude with
the limitations of our study, possible ethical implications, and
sketch an adoption roadmap.
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